Rosie the Riveter:
The Embodiment of the American Woman’s Economic and Social Awakening
Lesson Prepared by: Michael Sandstrom; Chadron High School Social Studies; Chadron, NE
Description: American history is the story of expanding roles for oppressed groups where individuals
defied expectations, broke down barriers, and created the momentum necessary for change. Few groups
embodied this process better than American women. From Abigail Adams’ admonition to her husband to
“remember the ladies” to modern-day Woman’s Marches, American women’s story is one of hope
meeting resistance. Over time, however, progressive action gradually triumphs over reactionary inaction.
This lesson covers the efforts by American women on the Home Front during World War II. Their
willingness to embrace all hardship to promote the war effort was embodied by J. Howard Miller’s “I Can
Do It” poster featuring the character that became known to history as Rosie the Riveter. Rosie’s iconic
image reminds Americans of women’s social and economic awakening amid the worst conflict in human
history.
Short Description: This lesson features a series of student-centered grouping strategies and discussion
forums that utilize secondary sources. Students will be exposed to various sources that provide both the
historical narrative relating to women during World War II, but also how this employment shifted
American women’s view of themselves.
Time: 1 class period; 95 minutes
Grade Level: 11th Grade American History
Objectives:
-

Students will be able to determine how World War II created opportunity for female participation
in jobs previously designated for males.
Students will be able to analyze how the perspectives and day-to-day lives of women were
fundamentally changed by their participation in the World War II economy.

Prerequisites: Students should have a solid overview of women’s history and resistance to overt
patriarchy in the United States, especially the Seneca Falls Convention, subsequent woman’s suffrage
movement, and the Nineteenth Amendment’s passage. In addition, students need to understand World
War II’s outbreak and its effect on the US economy.
Materials:
Teacher will need access to a projector and their two images (Liberty Bond and “We Can Do It” posters),
copies of readings and documents (electronic delivery if possible), and computers for additional research.
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Homework Before the Lesson:
Split your class into thirds and give each group one of the three articles below. Each student will read the
article and answer the questions provided before the next class. If it is not possible to share the readings
electronically; ensure that each student has a copy of their assigned article and the discussion questions.
https://www.womenshistory.org/resources/general/working-defense-industry
https://www.womenshistory.org/resources/general/home-front
https://www.womenshistory.org/resources/general/farm
Link to Classical-Themed Political Posters:
https://www.google.com/search?tbm=isch&q=classical+symbolism+in+WWI+posters&chips=q:world+w
ar+i+poster+columbia,online_chips:personification&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwihn62IhoncAhWkhOAKHfVfAzg
Q4lYIKCgC&biw=1366&bih=635&dpr=1
Procedures:
Getting Started:
Discuss with your students the symbolism in posters and other political propaganda that they may need in
order to fully grasp the posters in the opening activity.
For most of American history, classical symbolism maintained a powerful sway in the public imagination.
The Founding Fathers’ classical ideal was tied up with their understanding of republicanism, one of the
guiding ideologies of the American Revolution, which emphasized the dual loyalties to family and the
nation. In order for the nation to be strong, however, it needed good and virtuous citizens. Early
Americans believed that the only way to have a strong family was through a loving and virtuous mother.
Under this classical ideal, women were celebrated for their fertility and innocence. In order to maintain
Americans’ liberty, women were vital because they were the innocent mothers who possessed the task of
raising virtuous citizens. The link below provides several classical-themed political posters, which
demonstrate that the virtuous woman often embodied morality, justice, determination, and duty. In
addition, the posters induced both an emotional response and a patriotic call to action. All of these factors
proved effective in recruiting men and women to the war effort. Americans understanding of classicism is
a major reason why many men (and women) argued that women should not vote or become politicians.
These people believed that women would neglect their primary duties as mothers and ruin the nation’s
future. Until roughly World War I, women were portrayed in this classical light that required men to
protect their beauty and feminine qualities against invaders. After the suffragist movement and female
employment gains, their image in the political discussion changed. Women were increasingly portrayed
without complete dependence on their role as mothers. In many ways, World War II helped eliminate the
classical image in American political discussion. Women were needed in the workplace and,
consequently, national recruitment posters changed to meet this new need. As you look at the posters,
look for the differences in how the women are dressed, how they carry themselves, and what the text
states about their actions as citizens.
Opening Activity: (15 minutes)
Begin the lesson with a class discussion using the questions below in order to introduce the economic
conditions of the country going into the war and the effect of the war on the economy. For this exercise,
divide your students into pairs (Pair Share) to consider and answer the discussion questions.
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Discussion Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What effect did the Great Depression have on the American economy and nation in the 1930s?
Did WWII reshape the economic landscape? If so, how?
Overall, what effect do you believe war has on the economy?
With your partner, list and discuss at least two positive and two negative economic outcomes
resulting from the United States’ involvement in World War II.

After discussing war and its economic effect, project the picture of Rosie the Riveter (J. Howard Miller’s
famous poster) and ask the following questions:
1. What do you see in this image?
2. What was the artists’ purpose or goal in creating this image? Why do you think that?
Next, project and compare another image of women from World War I. The image is entitled “Fight or
Buy Liberty Bonds” and evokes the “classical” ideal of women to convey a message/idea. Ask the
students to discuss the following questions:
1. How was this earlier portrayal different from Rosie the Riveter?
2. What effect do you believe these different attitude/depictions had on women’s social and
economic position and opportunities?
Image(s) Links:
J. Howard Miller, “We Can Do It.” http://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search/object/nmah_538122
“Fight or Buy Bonds. Third Liberty Loan.” https://catalog.archives.gov/id/512621
Developmental Activity: (50 minutes)
The students will work cooperatively to complete a Jig Saw. Before beginning the activity, ensure that
each student has completed the readings and questions assigned as homework.
Divide the class into working groups of three to four students. In this activity, students will rotate from
table to table, talk about the articles they were given, and discuss the questions assigned to each article.
Procedures:
Allow 10 minutes for each group to review and discuss the assigned questions. At the end of 10 minutes,
two members of each group will remain at their designated table while the other group members will
move one-at-a-time to meet with the other groups. Allow 5 minutes for each table discussion session.
Rotate every five minutes until every student has heard the content and discussed the questions for each
of the three articles.
Bring the students together for a whole group discussion.
Discussion Questions:
1. What were the major contributions women made to the war effort and America’s economic
success during World War II?
2. Do you believe, we as Americans, do enough to remember their contribution? Why or why not?
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Closing Activity (Assessment or Homework): 25 minutes or Homework:
As a class, students will read three wartime accounts from real-life Rosie the Riveters as provided by
Reader’s Digest. These accounts provide a diverse set of reasons, assumptions, and experiences from real
women in the 1940s. Link: https://www.rd.com/true-stories/inspiring/who-was-rosie-the-riveter/
As a closing assignment, every student will attempt to put themselves into the shoes of women that
worked to propel the American war effort.
Prompt:
-

Pretend you are a female factory worker in August 1945 (the war just ended) and you need to
write a letter to a member of your family about your experiences. In your letter, you can imagine
and create where you worked, when you started, how long you worked, how you felt about your
employment, and your expectations for the future. Essentially, what you are trying to do is reflect
on your experience and ponder what you want in the future. You can focus more on one specific
aspect of this letter, but attempt to both reflect on your experience and speculate on the future.

(This assignment can be done at the end of class or for homework)
Future Research/Resources: Optional:
For an extension activity, the teacher could assign the students to research the life of one real life “Rosie
the Riveter.”
Specifications: Teachers can use these or adopt any additional requirements:
1. 12 Point Font, 1-inch margin, Double-spaced, 4 Sources, and 2 Pages in length
Research Questions/Prompt:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Where did she work?
What were some of her wartime experiences?
How did her work help the larger war effort?
Did she ever give her own views of her experiences that were recorded?
What was her life like after the war?

Students can focus on one or more of these questions and do not need to answer all questions. However,
the response should be detailed and provide evidence of contextual understanding of the period.
Sources/Links:
J. Howard Miller, “We Can Do It.” http://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search/object/nmah_538122
“Fight or Buy Bonds. Third Liberty Loan.” https://catalog.archives.gov/id/512621
National Women’s History Museum Articles
a. https://www.womenshistory.org/resources/general/working-defense-industry
b. https://www.womenshistory.org/resources/general/home-front
c. https://www.womenshistory.org/resources/general/farm
Reader’s Digest, “What it was like to be Rosie the Riveter During World War II.”
https://www.rd.com/true-stories/inspiring/who-was-rosie-the-riveter/
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Common Core Standards:
-

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.11-12.7: Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information
presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., visually, quantitatively, as well as in words) in order
to address a question or solve a problem.

C3 Standards:
-

D1.5.9-12. Determine the kinds of sources that will be helpful in answering compelling and
supporting questions, taking into consideration multiple points of view represented in the sources,
the types of sources available, and the potential uses of the sources.
D2.His.1.9-12. Evaluate how historical events and developments were shaped by unique
circumstances of time and place as well as broader historical contexts.
D2.His.14.9-12. Analyze multiple and complex causes and effects of events in the past.
D2.His.16.9-12. Integrate evidence from multiple relevant historical sources and interpretations
into a reasoned argument about the past, multiple sources, while acknowledging counterclaims
and evidentiary weaknesses.
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